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Virtual discovery
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Increasing computing power

Faster algorithms

More data

Software is already matching (or beating) humans in 
performance and speed

Driverless cars, AlphaGo, virtual assistants, speech & 
image recognition and generation, …

Silver D et al. Nature 529, 484–489 (2016), Silver et al. Nature 550, 534-535 (2017) Vinyals O et al. (2019)



Virtual discovery
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How does AI supremacy look like in materials?

Do we want a fast match to experts and 
traditional approaches or to outperform them?

Explicit rules (Go, Physics) make the job easier.

Low, sparse, domain-specific, noisy data make it 
more difficult



Computational spectrum - virtuous cycle
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First
Principles

Machine learning
Parametrization

Out-of-the-box
No/Little fitting

Extrapolates
High-throughput
Sometimes cheap

- but -
As good as model
Sometimes costly

Fast
Uncanny performance

Leverage large data

- but -
As good as training data

Expensive / proprietary data
Hand-crafted invariants

There is essentially a continuum of higher parametrization and statistical learning connecting first 
principles (theory-based simulations) to black-box statistical learning over experiments.

Discovery



End-to-end representation learning
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Use a raw structure as input, and learn a representation that best fits the task
Unsupervised learning requires a metric to assess similarity

PRO: Structure is closer to a degree of freedom. Will process structure into best possible 
representation, then apply shallow ML

CON: Requires lots of data to even match hand-made representations and descriptors

Example: Machine learning interatomic potentials (3D Geom to energy) 
and property prediction (3D Geom or 2D graph to property)

Duvenaud, D.et al.  Adv. Neural Inf. Process. Syst. 2015, 2015



Representing
Therapeutic
Molecules
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Molecules are not just Graphs

The action of a drug on a target is an inherently 3D shape-
matching event

A stereochemical formula contains all structural information 
about a molecule.

Molecules are an ensemble of interconverting 3D
conformations; relative abundance dictated by energy

Experimental Ground-truth 3D to train is rare, simulations 
has difficult balance between accuracy and speed
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Abstract

Machine learning outperforms traditional approaches in many molecular design
tasks. Although molecules are often thought of as 2D graphs, they in fact consist
of an ensemble of inter-converting 3D structures called conformers. Molecular
properties arise from the contribution of many conformers, and in the case of a
drug binding a target, may be due mainly to a few distinct members. Molecular
representations in machine learning are typically based on either one single 3D
conformer or on a 2D graph that strips geometrical information. No reference
datasets exist that connect these graph and point cloud ensemble representations.
Here, we use first-principles simulations to annotate over 400,000 molecules with
the ensemble of geometries they span. The Geometrical Embedding Of Molecules
(GEOM) dataset contains over 33 million molecular conformers labeled with their
relative energies and statistical probabilities at room temperature. This dataset will
assist benchmarking and transfer learning in two classes of tasks: inferring 3D
properties from 2D molecular graphs, and developing generative models to sample
3D conformations.

1 Introduction

Figure 1: Molecular representations of the latanoprost
molecule. top SMILES string. left Stereochemical for-
mula with edge features, including wedges for in- and
out-of-plane bonds, and a double line for cis isomerism.
right Overlay of conformers. Higher transparency corre-
sponds to lower statistical weight.

Machine learning outperforms traditional rule-
based baselines in many molecule-related tasks,
including property prediction and virtual screen-
ing [1–3], inverse design using generative mod-
els [4–11], reinforcement learning [12–15], dif-
ferentiable simulators [10, 16, 17], and synthe-
sis planning and retrosynthesis [18, 19]. These
applications have been enabled by reference
datasets and tasks [20], and by algorithmic im-
provements, especially in representation learn-
ing. In particular, graph convolutional [21–23],
and more recently equivariant neural network
architectures [24–26], achieve state-of-the-art
performance in a variety of tasks.

Preprint. Under review.
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GEOM Dataset

https://github.com/learningmatter-mit/geom

Difficult problem: basic algorithms (e.g. in RDKit) use random 
distance matrices to generate conformers, clean up with classical 
force field
– No guarantees that is the lowest minimum, or a low minimum
– Missing ensemble nature
– Geometries are not accurate

ML approaches with 3D typically annotate on-the-fly (1 geometry)

CREST program has made significant progress
– Uses meta-dynamics with semi-empirical DFT (xtb) to sample 

phase space, identify conformers, and optimize them 
– Excellent balance of cost and accuracy (~50 cpu hours/molecule)
– Produces energy-annotated ensemble 

9

Credit Chris Henze @ NASA

Latanoprost



GEOM Dataset

https://github.com/learningmatter-mit/geom

Geometrical Embedding Of Molecules (GEOM)
• Annotated ~450k molecules in NASA and DOE-NERSC

300K drugs tested against SARS 3CLpro
All FDA-approved drugs
130 combinatorically generated small molecules (QM9)

• 33 million conformations
• Available for download
• Also proposed physics-based synthetic 3D tasks for benchmarking

1
0

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1aptf9fi8kyrzg6/AABQ4F7dpl4tQ_pGCf2izd7Ca?dl=0


Architecture

1
1

ChemProp3D 
Building on highly successful ChemProp
architecture

Perform GCN on graph

Extra edge features within a distance threshold (5A)

Distance edge feature is projected onto a Gaussian 
basis following SchNet

Rotationally invariant
Yang et al. J Chem Inf Model, 59(8):3370–3388, 2019 
Schütt, K. T. et al. arXiv:1706.08566 2017



Architecture

1
2

ChemProp4D 
Pool all conformer fingerprints into a single 
conformer ensemble embedding

Have access to statistical probability of each 
conformer

Attention-based conformer pooling

MLP from Q to property



Geometrical representation helps at low data

CoV 3CL protease (278k library, 426 PTE)

Geometrical information does not help.

The role of 3D can be inferred from 2D

13

Testing early enrichment: ratio of TP to FP at n% screened

CoV-2 activity (5k library, 92 PTE)

Geometrical information helps create a 
more general representation



Representing
Biological
Macromolecules
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Biologic therapeutics
Macromolecules are an exciting platform for 
therapeutics

•Vast design space (20N just for natural amino acids)

•Can be rapidly made
• synthesized (with non-natural monomers) 
• expressed

•Many therapeutic modalities
• Delivery (cell penetration) for other biologics like exondys 51
• Immune response
• Antibiotics
• Protein-Protein interactions 

3/9/22 15Wolfe et al ACS Cent. Sci.201844512-520



Learning in artificial peptide space

We want to build property prediction starting from sequence:
◦ It is the actual degree of freedom we have control over
◦ 3D is important, but emergent, and expensive, and difficult
◦ No piggybacking on evolution 

(AlphaFold does not work for non-naturals)

and optimization loops.
◦ Which monomers to string together?
◦ Fewer synthetic pitfalls than small molecules

3/9/22 16

GIGAVLKVLTTGLPALISWIKRKRQQ
Melittin 2026 = 6.7E33



Representing and optimizing peptides

Peptides are sequences so a sequential 
representations is suitable. 

Cheminformatics and bioinformatics had 
a child
◦ Cheminformatics fingerprints for monomers 

stacked + 1D Conv NN 
◦ In one-shot experiment boosted best known 

peptide by 2x and unassisted delivery by 50x

Can predict novel therapeutic peptides and 
their synthesis yield

3/9/22 17Schissel, Mohapatra et al. 2021 Nat Chem; Mohapatra, Hartrampf, Mohapatra et al. 2020 ACS Cent Sci
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parameters used for training:
- amino acid
- coupling agent
- coupling strokes
- three temperature points (heater temperature and two  
   reactor temperature points)
- flow rate
- activation time (heating loop length)
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Graphs for Macromolecules
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Glycans (polysaccharides) are very relevant to 
signaling

◦ The have 100s of different possible monomers
◦ Non-linear structure (branches, cycles, etc)

FPs for monomers + Graph for glycan

Mohapatra et al 2021 arXiv:2103.02565



Graphs for Macromolecules - unsupervised
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Quantifying graph (and chemical) similarity with (graph propagation attribution) 
kernel and applying dimensionality reduction 



Graphs for Macromolecules - supervised
GCNs over the graph representation of glycans afford SOTA performance.

3/9/22 20



Interatomic Potentials
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End-to-end representation learning
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Representation: Graph convolutional NNs  aka Message-passing NNs 

Training data: >104 pairs of structure, energy, [forces] or structure, property

Regression model: atomic embedding > energy NN or pooled atomic 
embeddings > molecule embedding > property NN

Outcomes: Reproduce energies to <1 kcal/mol; forces <1 kcal/mol/A.
Fast surrogate for simulations

++

+

𝑖

!!"

message function

• Initial atomic features are atomic number (and 
atomic properties)

• Edge features may include distance, if 3D is known
• Information gets convolved and Many-Body terms 

are learned into a 1-particle atomic embedding
• Atomic embeddings r’ can be mapped to atomic 

properties, or pooled into a global embedding f’

Add messages from all neighbors

!! = !!" +!!# +!!$

update function

$!%

{"!", "#", "$", "%"}

embedding function

%"

Duvenaud, D. K. et al. NeurIPS 2015 2215–2223.; Schütt, K. T. et al. NeuRIPS 2017, 991–1001.



Intermolecular Interatomic potentials
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◆
Autodifferentiation ensures energy conservation

Continuous filter convolution for 
interatomic distances

Schutt et al. 10.1038/ncomms13890



Intermolecular NNIPs for batteries
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Finding the molecule that best solvated lithium is relevant for battery. 

The interaction between lithium and molecules requires QM accuracy but sampling to identify the bound 
pose is expensive

Active learning loop acquires selected expensive DFT data, executes simulations with NNIP surrogate. 

Additional points are sample from trajectory and added to training data (filtering by distance or uncertainty)

Wang, W. Chem. Commun. 2020, 56 (63), 8920



Reactive Interatomic potentials
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Energy Error (Kcal/mol)

AL Cycle
TP-R®TP-P1 TP-P1®TP-P2a

TP-P1®TP-
P2a

Test NRMD Test NRMD Test NRMD
1 1.00 30.66 0.42 33.74 0.23 55.69
2 0.35 29.91 0.17 5.89 0.15 13.29
3 0.40 2.30 0.84 1.53 0.21 7.90
4 0.53 1.25 0.18 0.80 0.21 1.74
5 0.55 1.18 0.16 0.65 0.27 0.68

Applicable to complicated reaction mechanism that 
transition state theory cannot capture. 

Neural Reactive MD captures post-TS bifurcation as a 
function of solvent 

Over 50x acceleration over DFT, and train on more accurate 
than one could afford for MD

Ang S.J. Chem. 2021



Adversarial Attacks on Interatomic potentials
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GCNN for NNIPs are extremely expressive, and interpolate fine. 

They fail catastrophically at interpolation, and it is impossible to have a complete 
training dataset since

- sampling the Boltzmann distribution requires expensive MD and accurate NNIP

MD to get training data is impractical, NN-MD is very unstable. 

Gradient ascent attack on probability-weighted uncertainty for Active Learning

Schwalbe-Koda et al. arXiv:2101.11588 [cs.LG]



Adversarial Attacks on Interatomic potentials
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Ensemble uncertainty on the forces

More correlated with error than energy variance



Adversarial Attacks on Interatomic potentials
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Differentiable 
sampling of NH3 

geometries
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Thanks!


